
Darkflash INF24 5in1 ARGB Computer fan set (black) Ref: 4710343795735
Darkflash INF24 5in1 ARGB Computer fan set (black)

ARGB computer fan set Darkflash INF24 5-in-1 (black).
Provide  your  computer  with  reliable  cooling  and,  at  the  same  time,  change  its  character.  Darkflash  INF24  fans  stand  out  for  their
impressive speed and airflow, and are eye-catching with colorful ARGB backlighting. At the same time, they operate surprisingly quietly
and  are  very  easy  to  install.  What's  more,  high-grade  rifle  bearings  ensure  their  long  life  of  up  to  30,000  hours,  and  the  specially
designed frame features high durability. The set includes 5 fans.
 
Efficient cooling
You  no  longer  have  to  worry  about  your  computer  getting  excessively  hot  -  even  when  playing  dynamic  games  or  using  demanding
programs. INF24 fans offer a speed of about 800-1200 RPM, and thanks to the PWM controller, their operation is automatically regulated
according to temperature changes. In addition, up to 7 aerodynamic blades provide great airflow. All this translates into excellent cooling
of your hardware configuration!
 
Say goodbye to annoying noise
Don't be afraid that annoying noise will disturb your peace of mind during exciting games or working on your next projects. Thanks to
anti-vibration pads, it was possible to reduce the volume of fans to only about 18-30 dBA. Forget about the annoying noise!
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Fantastic lighting effects
INF24 fans are equipped with colorful ARGB backlighting, so they look really great. They will work great, for example, in combination with
a  transparent  case!  What's  more,  their  well-thought-out  design  provides  a  fantastic  mirror  effect,  and  compatibility  with  ASUS  AURA
SYNC (only  5  V)  allows  you  to  synchronize  them with  your  motherboard.  With  Darkflash  you  can  easily  give  your  computer  a  unique
character!
 
 
ManufacturerDarkflashModelINF24ColorBlackDimensions120  x  120  x  25  mmFan  speed800-1200  ±10%  RPMNoise  level18-30  dBa
(max.)Airflow65 CFMStatic pressure0.78 mm H2OCurrent≤ 0.15 A (12 V fan); ≤ 0.48 A (5 V LED)MTTF30 000 hNumber of fans included5

Preço:

€ 47.50

Jogos, Cooling, Computer Fans
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